It results in hair removal,
treatment of acne, removal of
pigmentation, treatment of
vascular and rejuvenation
of skin

Revive. Renew. Result.
E-light that is based on a synergy
between IPL and Radio Frequency RF.
It can rapidly treat large areas without
the limitations that come with traditional
lasers, & the use of RF can dramatically
reduce the used energy and reach
deeper layers.

E-light is used for both skin rejuvenation
and laser hair removal.
E-Light combines three advanced
technologies: Bipolar RF + IPL + Skin
Contact Cooling. Uncomfortable feeling
during the IPL treatment will be decreased
signiﬁcantly and better results can be
expected with the cooling system involved
in E-light. Treatments are efﬁcient in persons
with any skin type, but who are not
sun-tanned at the time of treatment.

Ultimate Advantages and Features

E-light has been clinically proven to
accelerate the healing process for acne,
long-term removal of many types of
pigmented lesions in the upper layer of the
skin and quickly removing those thin,
spidery veins (technically called
telangiectasias) from your face or legs and
also reduces enlarged pores.
It Promotes collagen to grow and
strenghthen elasticity of the skin. It
isimproves skin pigments, corrects skin
hyperpigmentation, rosacea, age spots
and the appearance of sun damage.

Ultimate can rapidly treat large areas
without the limitations that come with
traditional lasers, and the use of RF can
dramatically reduce the used energy and
reach deeper layers.

Treatments required are dependant on
many factors, Gender, age, ethnic origin,
diet, weight, hormones and metabolism
are individual factors that have an impact
on the result.

With 1-10HZ adjustable frequency, the
treatment can be done slow or fast.
Higher frequencies accelerate the
treatment speed and shorten a lot the
treatment time.
2000 W power supply.
The IPL multifunctional handpiece can
do other treatments, with 5 different
ﬁlters for different treatment types.

Optimal Wavelengths for different
kind of Procedures and patient
customized treatments
5 different ﬁlters are available for
different treatment options and
applications:
Hair removal
Acne treatment
Pigmentation removal
Vascular treatment
Skin rejuvenation
Breast enhancement
During hair removal sessions, IPL is
absorbed by the melanin present in the
hair during the growth stage, and is then
conducted down toward the hair root. This
light destroys the follicle of the hair
preventing future growth, without any side
effect.

